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Abstract: The scattering equations provide a powerful framework for the study of scat-
tering amplitudes in a variety of theories. Their derivation from ambitwistor string theory
led to proposals for formulae at one loop on a torus for 10 dimensional supergravity, and
we recently showed how these can be reduced to the Riemann sphere and checked in
simple cases. We also proposed analogous formulae for other theories including maximal
super-Yang-Mills theory and supergravity in other dimensions at one loop. We give fur-
ther details of these results and extend them in two directions. Firstly, we propose new
formulae for the one-loop integrands of Yang-Mills theory and gravity in the absence of
supersymmetry. These follow from the identification of the states running in the loop as
expressed in the ambitwistor-string correlator. Secondly, we give a systematic proof of the
non-supersymmetric formulae using the worldsheet factorisation properties of the nodal
Riemann sphere underlying the scattering equations at one loop. Our formulae have the
same decomposition under the recently introduced Q-cuts as one-loop integrands and hence
give the correct amplitudes.
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Background. From its inception, string theory has provided remarkable conceptual sim-
plification to the computation of scattering amplitudes, see for example [1] or more re-
cently [2] and references therein. Twistor string theories [3–5], provide models that give
rise to formulae [6–9] that are worldsheet reformulations of conventional field theory ampli-
tudes. Not only do they benefit from the conceptual and technical simplifications of string
based ideas, but they also take advantage of the geometry of twistor space to exhibit prop-
erties of amplitudes that are not apparent from a space-time perspective. These are now
understood as examples of ambitwistor-string theories [10, 11] that underlie the formulae
by Cachazo, He and Yuan (CHY) for massless scattering amplitudes in a wide variety of
theories [12–17]. These formulae are often expressed in terms of moduli integrals, but are
essentially algebraic as there are as many delta functions as integration variables, and the
integrals localise to a sum of residues supported at solutions to the scattering equations.
Given n null momenta ki, the scattering equations determine n points σi on a Riemann
sphere up to Mo¨bius transformations. Introduced first by Fairlie and Roberts [18–20] to
construct classical minimal surfaces as string solutions, they also determine the saddle-
point of high-energy string scattering [21]. More recently, they were found to underpin
the remarkable formulae for tree-level scattering amplitudes in gauge theory and gravity
that arise from twistor-string theories [22] and the more recent CHY formulae [14]. The
derivation of these formulae from ambitwistor string theories [10] led to proposals for
formulae for loop amplitudes on higher-genus Riemann surfaces by Adamo, Casali and
Skinner (ACS) [23], following the standard string paradigm. They extended the CHY
formulae for type II supergravity in 10 dimensions to 1-loop in terms of scattering equations
on an elliptic curve (and, in principle, to g-loops on curves of genus g). The only check
that could be done at the time was factorisation at the boundary of the moduli space. It
remained an open question as to whether these formulae compute amplitudes correctly due
to the difficulties of solving these new scattering equations on the torus.
The ACS 1-loop proposal was investigated further by Casali and one of us [24]. To
obtain the correct pole structure of the field theory integrand, they were led to change the
form of the scattering equations as discussed below, and it was argued that the formulae
were reproducing the known integrands of four-points supergravity amplitudes at a triple
cut. A conjecture for “scalar n-gon integrands” was proposed, for an expression on the
elliptic curve that should give rise to loop integrands based on permutations of polygon
scalar integrals. This supported the fact that the formulas could be valid for arbitrary loop
momentum, but the question remained open.
In [25], we demonstrated how the formalism of the scattering equations gives rational
expressions for the integrands of scattering amplitudes, making the loop-level problem
essentially as simple as the tree-level one. We started by making further alterations to the
scattering equations on the torus so as to obtain a globally well-defined loop momentum.
We then showed that formulae on the torus, such as the ACS and n-gon conjectures, reduce
to ones on the Riemann sphere. This followed from a contour integral argument in the τ -

















tree level in [26]). On the Riemann sphere, the Jacobi theta functions reduce to elementary
rational functions. We review our procedure below, and recall how these formulae now
involve off-shell momenta at a pair of points corresponding to the loop momenta. The newly
inserted points are subject to off-shell versions of the scattering equations. These formulae
on the sphere were furthermore generalised to provide conjectures for other amplitudes for
which no first-principle (i.e. ambitwistor string) derivation exists. We proposed formulae
for super Yang-Mills theory at 1-loop, that were checked explicitly at four points and
numerically at five and six points. The analogous formulae for biadjoint scalar theories
at 1-loop on the Riemann sphere were subsequently studied in [27], where they were also
verified at low point order.
Summary of this paper. In this paper, we first review the ideas of [25], giving full
details that were omitted through lack of space there and some improvements. In section 2,
we give a different formulation of the scattering equations on the torus following remarks
from ACS that the one given in [25] might not factorise correctly. We then review how
ambitwistor string amplitude formulae on the torus can be reduced to the Riemann sphere.
The gravitational formulae are based on 1-loop extensions of the CHY Pfaffians. These
are obtained from the limit on the Riemann sphere of the worldsheet correlator of vertex
operators on the torus described by ACS as a sum over spin structures (although their
factorisation limit on the Riemann sphere misses some terms). If one of the 1-loop Pfaffians
is replaced by a 1-loop extension of the Parke-Taylor factor, super-Yang-Mills amplitudes
are obtained. If both 1-loop Pfaffians are replaced by 1-loop Parke-Taylor factors, it was
shown by [27] (see also [28]) that certain subtleties arise as additional degenerate solutions
of the scattering equations contribute, and diagrams with bubbles on the external legs need
to be considered.
The first main set of new results in this paper are presented in section 3, where we
provide a detailed study of the individual contributions of the Neveu-Schwarz and Ramond
sectors to the one-loop amplitudes. The Ramond sector running through the loop corre-
sponds to one Pfaffian, together with the contribution from the odd spin structure which we
can ignore in our analysis by restricting the external kinematics to 7 or fewer dimensions.1
Two further Pfaffians terms combine to give the contribution of the NS sector running
through the loop. We express these two terms as a reduced Pfaffian of CHY type for a
larger (n+2)× (n+2) matrix of co-rank two for the NS sector. In this matrix we are able
to see the number of NS polarisation states running in the loop and we can adjust this to
give different theories in different dimensions (we comment on dimensional reduction in sec-
tion D). If we drop the Ramond sector terms, we obtain gauge and gravity amplitudes at one
loop that are non-supersymmetric. The resulting formulae have been subjected to various
checks at low point order in this section and proved systematically in the subsequent one.
A subtlety that arises here follows from an analysis of [27] in which it is argued that
a degenerate class of solutions to the scattering equations might contribute nontrivially
for non-supersymmetric theories and that of [28] who point out that on these degenerate
1In string theory, the ǫ10ǫ10 term is actually an ǫ8ǫ8 one, see for instance [29]. It is not clear how this

















solutions there is a risk of divergence, and some regularization might be required. For our
proposed integrands we show (in the subsequent section) that no regularization is required
at the divergent solutions. Nevertheless, we propose that these degenerate solutions should
not be included as we see in our proof in the subsequent section that they do not contribute
to the Q-cuts, and so are not needed in the final formula. It seems most likely that they
correspond to degenerate contributions that will vanish under dimensional regularization
and are thrown away in the derivation of Q-cuts.
The second set of new results discussed in section 4 give a full proof at one loop for
the n-gon conjecture, and for the non-supersymmetric gauge, gravity and bi-adjoint scalar
amplitudes. The basic strategy is to study factorisation of the Riemann sphere. The
only poles that can arise in the formula, apart from the explicit 1/ℓ2, where ℓ is the loop
momentum, arise from factorisation of the Riemann sphere, i.e., the bubbling off of an
additional sphere. We can use this to identify all the poles involving the loop momentum
and the corresponding residues. We can also use factorisation ideas to identify the fall-
off as ℓ → ∞. This immediately gives the poles and residues in the case of the n-gon
conjecture. For gauge and gravity amplitudes, we also need to study the Pfaffians that
arise (the Parke-Taylor factors in the Yang-Mills cases are rather easier to understand in
this context). The poles and residues that we find give perfect agreement with the Q-cut
representation of the amplitude, as obtained recently in [30], and this completes a proof
of our formulae; the Q-cut procedure applied to our formula will yield the correct Q-cut
representation.2 We are restricted to a proof for the non-supersymmetric theories because
we do not have formulae for tree amplitudes with two Ramond sector particles.
In section 5, we summarise and discuss further aspects and developments of these ideas.
2 Review
2.1 The scattering equations on a torus
In this section, we define the scattering equations on a torus. These are motivated by
the definitions given in [23, 24], but the definition has been changed so that they are
holomorphic and single valued on the torus with a well defined loop momentum.
We use the complex coordinate z on the elliptic curve Σq = C/{Z⊕Zτ} where q = e2πiτ .
The scattering equations are equations for n points zi ∈ Σq that depend on a choice of n
momenta ki ∈ R1,d−1, i = 1, . . . n. To define them we first construct a meromorphic 1-form




kiδ¯(z − zi)dz , (2.1)




= δ(ℜf)δ(ℑf)df(z) . (2.2)
2We remark that the results of [31] (published after the first version of our paper) show that our
formulae contain also spurious poles, which we do not discuss here. They show however, that these terms
will not contribute to the Q-cut nor to the final scattering amplitude, because they vanish in dimensional

















Introducing ℓ ∈ R1,d−1 to parametrise the zero modes of P , and setting zij = zi − zj , our
choice of solution of eq. (2.1) for P (z, zi|q) is






θ1(z − zi) +
θ′1(zi − z0)





Here the prime denotes ∂/∂z, z0 is some choice of reference point, and θ1 = θ11 where








z, there are poles at z = zi, i = 1, . . . , n but momentum conservation
implies that the coefficient of θ′1(z0 − z)/θ1(z0 − z) is in fact zero, so P is holomorphic at
z0. We include the last term to make the double periodicity manifest. Theta functions are






− 2πi . (2.5)
It is easy to see that our expression for P is doubly periodic in z as a consequence of
momentum conservation, but it is also doubly periodic in the zi as a consequence of the
extra last term involving the reference point in (2.3). Using this, we define the scattering
equations to be
ResziP
2(z) = 2ki · P (zi) = 0 , P 2(z′0) = 0 . (2.6)
where z′0 is another choice of reference point. On the support of the other scattering
equations, P 2(z′0) is global and holomorphic in z
′
0 and hence independent of this z
′
0. Because
the sum of residues of P 2 vanishes, the first scattering equation follows from those at
i = 2, . . . , n. Translation invariance of the framework implies that we must fix the location
of z1 by hand. On the support of the equations at zi, P
2(z′0) is global and holomorphic,
hence constant in z′0, depending only on τ . Therefore, the final equation P
2(z′0) = 0 is
independent of z′0 and serves to determine τ .
Some remarks are in order here. Since our P is meromorphic and doubly periodic both
in z and the zi, so are the scattering equations. It differs from the previous versions in
the literature in the choice of an additive ‘constant’ term in ℓ that depends on the zi and
ki. The ACS version is not holomorphic in the zi; this leads to non-holomorphic scattering
equations and it was argued in [24] that they do not give the correct 1/ℓ2 pole structure.
A holomorphic version was proposed there for which factorisation was checked, which is
also the version used in [32]. However, that version is not doubly periodic so the scattering
equations are not well defined on the elliptic curve for fixed constant ℓ; there are different
numbers of solutions on the different fundamental domains of the lattice as well as those
related by SL(2,Z) as observed numerically in [24].3 The version in [25] is holomorphic and
3This fact leads to a well-known apparent ambiguity in the definition of the loop momentum in all

















doubly periodic, but concerns were raised about factorisation by Adamo, Casali & Skinner,
who suggested this approach.
With this version of the scattering equations, the ACS proposal for the 1-loop integrand
of type-II supergravity amplitudes takes the form
M(1)SG =
∫
Iq ddℓ dτ δ¯(P 2(z′0))
n∏
i=2
δ¯(ki · P (zi))dz2i . (2.7)
Here we have written δ¯(ki · P (zi))dz2i to give an expression that in total transforms as
a 1-form. This is because P is a 1-form but δ¯(f) has negative weight in f , so that we
need two dzi factors to yield a 1-form. In the ACS proposal, it is assumed that we are in
the critical case of type II supergravity with d = 10. In this case, Iq = I(ki, ǫi, zi|q) is a
function also of ǫi, the gravitational polarisation data, and is the expression obtained as
a sum over spin structures of the worldsheet correlator of vertex operators. It consists of
certain Pfaffians and theta constants that arise as partition functions that are described
later, and in more detail in [23]. In this special case, this formula is doubly periodic in the
zi and modular invariant, i.e., invariant under
4 τ → τ + 1,−1/τ .
In [24], it was shown that, when n = 4, as in conventional string theory, Iq is indepen-
dent of zi and q, and factors out of the integral. The nontrivial remaining integral is the
n = 4 version of the more general integral
M(1)n−gon =
∫
ddℓ dτ δ¯(P 2(z′0))
n∏
i=2
δ¯(ki · P (zi))dz2i , (2.8)
where the integral can be checked to be modular invariant for dimension d = 2n + 2 (see
the modular weight of ℓ in footnote 4). In [24], this was conjectured to be equivalent to
a sum over permutations of n-gons and, if so at n = 4, this would confirm the 4-particle
supergravity conjecture at 1-loop.
In both formulae, leaving aside the integration over the loop momentum variable ℓ,
there are as many delta functions as integration variables and these restrict the integral to
a sum over a discrete set of solutions to the scattering equations. Each term in that sum
consists of the integrand evaluated at the corresponding solution divided by a Jacobian.
2.2 From a torus to a Riemann sphere
Here we use a residue theorem (or integration by parts in our notation) to reduce the
formula on the elliptic curve to one on the nodal Riemann sphere at q = 0. Our argument
integration of the loop momentum and does not alter the modular properties of the string amplitudes.
However, the case of the first quantized ambitwistor string is undoubtedly more subtle because of the
presence of the scattering equations and the fact that we must integrate only over a real contour in the
loop momentum variable. Therefore we must proceed by making two assumptions. Firstly, we must cure
the ambiguity in the loop momentum in the integrand by defining P by (2.3). Secondly, we want to define
the integration cycle of the theory (in the sense of [32, 34]) as including only the solutions to the scattering
equations in the fundamental domain, as described below.
4The invariance under τ → τ + 1 is trivial, and under τ → −1/τ , we have ℓ → τℓ, dz → dz/τ , and
the transformation of Iq can be deduced from conventional string theory since the worldsheet correlator is
essentially the square of the holomorphic part of the worldsheet correlator there. For the counting in the
n-gon case, observe that δ¯(P 2(z0)) transforms also as τ























Figure 1. Residue theorem in the fundamental domain.
relies on the intuitive fact that the scattering equation imposed by δ¯(P 2(z0)) has a separate
status from the others, serving to fix τ , and can be analysed on the τ−plane alone. We can
use the residue theorem to convert it into an equation enforcing q = 0. Such ‘global residue
theorems’ have already been applied to tree-level CHY formulae by [26] to relate the scalar
CHY formulae to their Feynman diagrams. We apply the same strategy here, and we will
be left with scattering equations that have off-shell momenta associated to ℓ, and a formula
for the 1-loop integrand based on off-shell scattering equations on the Riemann sphere (in
fact a forward limit of those of [35]).
In order to obtain a formula for the amplitude on the Riemann sphere, we need that
Iq := I(. . . |q) be holomorphic as a function of q on the fundamental domain Dτ = {|τ | ≥
1,ℜτ ∈ [−1/2, 1/2]} for the modular group. In the case of the n-gon conjecture below, we
will put Iq = 1, and this will be obvious. For supergravity, however, Iq is a product of two
1-loop analogues of CHY Pfaffians that in particular have many contributions of the form
1/θ1(zi − zj), which provide potential poles when zi → zj , and it is conceivable that as q
varies, these might lead to poles in q. However, such poles are suppressed by the scattering
equations for generic choices of the momenta. As zi → zj for i, j ∈ I and I some subset
of 1, . . . , n, P is well approximated by its counterpart on the Riemann sphere near the
concentration point, and it is easily seen that such factorisation of the zi can only occur
if the corresponding partial sum of the momenta for i ∈ I becomes null. See section 4 for
a detailed discussion of the argument. Thus, if the momenta are in general position, we

















It was shown in [23] that the holomorphicity of the supergravity integrand at q = 0
is a consequence of the GSO projection. For other values of q, the possible poles in the
integrand can only occur when zi → zj , but the standard factorisation argument [26]
applies here also to imply that this can only happen when the momenta are factorising and


































In the first line, we put dτ = dq/(2πiq) and inserted the definition of δ¯(P 2(z′0)). In the
second line, we integrated by parts in the domain Dτ , yielding a delta function supported
at q = 0 that is then integrated out. The boundary terms cancel because of the modular
invariance. This is equivalent to a contour integral argument in the fundamental domain
Dτ , as in figure 1. The sum of the residues at the poles of 1/P
2(z′0|q) simply gives the
contribution from the residue at the top, q = 0, since the contributions from the sides and
the unit circle cancel by modular invariance.
The fundamental domain for z maps,
σ = e2πi(z−τ/2) , (2.10)
to {e−πℑτ ≤ |σ| ≤ eπℑτ}, with the identification σ ∼ qσ. As q → 0, we obtain σ ∈ CP1
with 0,∞ identified, giving a double point corresponding to the pinching of Σq at a non-
separating degeneration as illustrated in figure 1. We have dz = dσ2πiσ and, at q = 0,
θ′1(z − zi)
θ1(z − zi)dz =
π





σ − σi . (2.11)
Using momentum conservation we obtain







σ − σi , (2.12)
where here we have translated ℓ by5
∑
i ki cotπzi0.
If we now consider the function P 2(σ), we find that it has double poles at 0, ∞ (along
with the usual simple poles at σi). Defining
S = P 2 − ℓ2 dσ2/σ2,
5This was the extra term that we included in ℓ to make P doubly periodic at constant ℓ. In this limit

















we find S now has only simple poles. The vanishing of the residues of S gives our off-shell
scattering equations







σi − σj , (2.13)
at σi. The sum of the residues of σασβS must vanish with σα = (1, σ) in affine coordinates,
so that the equations for i = 2, . . . , n imply the vanishing of the residues of S at σ1, 0 and
∞. Thus any n− 1 of these equations imply all n+2, hence S is holomorphic and, having
negative weight, vanishes, so that P 2 = ℓ2 dσ2/σ2.







δ¯(ki · P (σi))dσi
σ2i
, (2.14)
where we have used the identity δ¯(λf) = λ−1δ¯(f) to give δ¯(ki · P (zi))dzi = δ¯(ki ·
P (σi))dσi/σ
2
i . The formula (2.14) is our new proposal for the supergravity loop integrand,
with I0 the q = 0 limit of the ACS correlator.
For the simpler ‘n-gon’ conjecture presented in [24], we now take Iq = 1. For both this
and supergravity, modular invariance is no longer an issue on the Riemann sphere, and the
new formulae make sense in any dimension. However, the link to a formula on the elliptic
curve will only be valid in the critical dimension.
The integration by parts sets q to zero, and this is also the regime in full string theory
where one extracts the field theory or α′ → 0 limit of the amplitudes. The difference here
is that this limit is obtained by application of the residue theorem, so we are not throwing
away any terms, whereas in string theory we would be projecting out the contribution of
massive states running in the loop by doing so. At the moment it is unclear if the similarity
between the method we use here and string theory is just a consequence of the fact that
both strings are physical and hence factorise properly at the boundary of the moduli space,
or if this goes deeper. In any case, the similarity between the α′ → 0 limit and our IBP
will allow us to reuse some standard technology from string theory.6
2.3 The n-gon conjecture, partial fractions and shifts
The question arises as to how the ℓ appearing in (2.14) relates to the loop momentum flow-
ing in any given propagator. We will see that the answer requires a new way of expressing
1-loop amplitudes. The expression (2.14) is a representation of the one-loop contribution
to the scattering amplitude of a theory specified by I0. In this subsection, we consider
the choice where I0 = 1, which was conjectured in [24] to give rise to a permutation sum
of polygons. When n = 4, the n-gon conjecture implies the supergravity conjecture [24].
6Several restrictions apply; there is no fully fledged well defined Heterotic ambitwistor string (see ap-
pendix B), there are no winding modes which can become massless at self-dual radii in compactifications
to enhance abelian to non-abelian gauge groups, see appendix D, and it is yet unknown how to include the

















For n = 4, the off-shell scattering equations can be solved exactly with two solutions7







2ℓ · kσ1(2ℓ · (kσ1 + kσ2) + 2kσ1 · kσ2)(−2ℓ · kσ4)
, (2.15)




This result is not obviously equivalent to the permutation sum of the boxes
I1234 =
1
ℓ2(ℓ+ k3)2(ℓ+ k3 + k4)2(ℓ− k2)2 , (2.17)
as the only manifest propagator in M(1)4 is the pre-factor 1/ℓ2, and all the other denomi-











can be applied to a contribution such as (2.17) (this identity is easily proven by induction).
The right-hand-side of this identity is a sum of terms with a single factor of the type
Di = (ℓ+K)
2, and several factors of the type Dj −Di = 2ℓ ·K +O(ℓ0). We then perform
a shift in the loop momentum for each term such that the corresponding Di is simply ℓ
2.
Applying this procedure to the permutation sum, we precisely obtain Mˆ(1)4 .
We are now in a position to address the n-gon conjecture of [24]. It states that I=1









2ℓ ·∑ij=1 kρi + (∑ij=1 kρi)2) . (2.19)
In our previous work [25], we verified this equality analytically at four points, using the
explicit solutions to the scattering equations in appendix A, and numerically at five points.
We will see later in section 4.18 that this can be proved by factorisation arguments.

















7This problem is identical to that arising in factorisation as studied in [24] except that now ℓ is off-shell.
It was conjectured there to have (n− 1)!− 2(n− 2)! solutions giving 2 at n = 4.

















where a shift ℓ → ℓ−K was applied to the second term. If K is null, the bubble vanishes,
which is also the result of dimensional regularisation. The triangle (3-gon) with massless




3 = 0, also vanishes:
1
ℓ2(ℓ+ k1)2(ℓ− k3)2
shift−→ − ℓ · (k1 + k2 + k3)
4 ℓ2(ℓ · k1)(ℓ · k2)(ℓ · k3) = 0. (2.21)











Typical integrands for theories like gauge theory or gravity depend on the loop momentum
also in the numerators, and not simply through propagator factors in the denominators.
The loop momentum in the numerators should also be shifted. For more general amplitudes,
this can be achieved with a shift in the loop momentum together with a contour integral
argument, and this has been explored and considerably generalised in [30] and reviewed in
section 4.
2.4 Supersymmetric theories
Supergravity and Yang-Mills one-loop amplitudes were also expressed in [25] on the Rie-
mann sphere using different choices for Iq in (2.14). Here we present further details of
these calculations. While the former are readily derived from the type II RNS ambitwistor
string, the Yang-Mills one was simply conjectured (see some motivational comments in
section B). We show that these integrands pass several non-trivial consistency checks, and
later show that they factorise correctly in section 4.
2.4.1 Supergravity
Let us start by recalling the form of genus-one graviton amplitudes in ambitwistor string, as
derived by ACS in ref. [23]. As in the usual RNS string, the worldsheet correlator incorpo-
rates a GSO projection to remove the unwanted states. The integrand Iq is the worldsheet
correlator of the vertex operators resulting from Wick contractions. The main difference
from a conventional string integrand is the absence of XX contractions. This forbids in
particular the appearance of an exponential factor of the form exp(
∑
kikj〈X(zi)X(zj)〉)
since these holomorphic plane waves have trivial OPE’s. The Iq of the ACS proposal is a
sum over spin structures on the torus. The odd-odd spin structure gives a fermionic 10-
dimensional zero-mode integral that leads to a 10-dimensional Levi-Civita ǫ symbol. This
will vanish if all the polarisation data and momenta are taken in less than 10-dimensions
and for simplicity we will assume that this is the case in the following9 and focus only on
the even spin structures labelled by α = 2, 3, 4 (with α = 1 the odd one). With this, the





(−1)α+βZα;β(τ) Pf(Mα) Pf(M˜β) (2.23)

















(the 1/4 comes from the two GSO projections). Above, in eq. (2.7), we referred to Iq as
the worldsheet CFT correlator that includes partition functions. The vertex operators are
naturally a product of two factors that we refer to as “left” and “right”, and since left and
right parts essentially decouple, the full correlator decomposes also as a product as follows:
Iq = ILq IRq , with ILq =
1
2
(Z2 Pf (M2)− Z3 Pf (M3) + Z4 Pf (M4)) . (2.24)
with a similar but tilde’d definition for IR. The matrix Mα is a generalisation of the CHY
matrix, and comes from a straightforward application of Wick’s theorem to the left parts








Aij = ki · kj Sα(zij |τ), Bij = ǫi · ǫj Sα(zij |τ), Cij = ǫi · kj Sα(zij |τ) for i 6= j, (2.26)
and
Aii = 0, Bii = 0, Cii = −ǫi · P (zi), (2.27)
where P (zi) was given in (2.3). The torus free fermion propagators, or Szego˝ kernels, are
defined by








in even spin-structures α = 2, 3, 4, while S1 is given by
S1(z|τ) = ∂zθ1(z|τ)
θ1(z|τ) . (2.29)
Here α := (a, b) = (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0) are the even characteristics and (1, 1) is the odd
one. In the notation α = 1, 2, 3, 4 used above, these correspond to α = 3, 4, 2 and α = 1,
respectively.
The tilded matrix M˜α is defined as Mα is, with different polarisation vectors ǫ˜, such




i correspond to the NS-NS states of supergravity,
graviton, the dilaton and the B-field. In terms of ǫµν , the dilaton corresponds to the trace
part, the B-field to the skew part, and the graviton to the traceless symmetric part.
The Zα;β are the CFT partition functions in the α;β spin structures. In terms of
the ambitwistor string theory, they have a factor of 1/η(τ)16 from the (P,X) system and
θγ(0|τ)4/η(τ)4 from each of the ψr, r = 1, 2, fermion systems. The power 16 is twice the
number of transverse directions of 10d Minkowski space, while the fourth power is one-half
as appropriate for the spin 1/2 fermions.10 The theta functions have been defined in (2.4),




(1− qn) . (2.30)
10Alternatively the partition functions of the various (b, c) and (β, γ) ghosts account for the reduction to





















(γ = α,β) . (2.31)
Applying our contour argument to go from the torus to the nodal Riemann sphere,
we are interested in the limit q → 0. The partition functions do possess 1/√q poles which
extract higher order terms in the Szego˝ kernels. Hence we need the following q-expansions:




+ 8 +O(q), Z4(τ) =
1√
q
− 8 +O(q). (2.32)
and























































in terms of the coordinates σ = e2πi(z−τ/2). The limit of P (zi) required for the components









































where the symbol (·)|qr with r = 0, 1/2 means that we extract the coefficient of qr in the
Taylor expansion around q = 0.11








which reflects the projection of the ambitwistor string “NS-tachyon” (we come back on this








Using the two previous identities, we finally lend on eq. (11) presented in our previous
work [25], which we reproduce here;













The structure of this object may appear to be quite complicated with regard to the
extreme simplicity of one-loop maximal supergravity integrands. It is actually a lot simpler
11In the original ACS paper, the O(
√

















than it looks, thanks to the use of standard stringy theta function identities [24]. The






Sα(w(r)|τ) = 0, for m = 0, 1, 2, 3, (2.38)
where the w(r) can be arbitrary. At n = 0, this is the well known Jacobi’s identity θ2(0, τ)
4−
θ3(0, τ)
4 + θ4(0, τ)
4 = 0. For m > 3, the analogous identities are valid only for
w(1) + . . .+ w(m) = 0. (2.39)
Let us consider the case m = 4. In our application, the condition on the w(r) is naturally






Sα(w(r)|τ) = (2π)4 , (2.40)
where we have ellipsed the global form degree dzidzjdzkdzl. Applied to (2.24), these iden-
tities tell us that IL is a constant for four-point scattering [24]. This follows from the
structure of the Pfaffians, or equivalently from the structure of the vertex operators. As
in string theory, only the terms with 8 ψ’s or more contribute. At n points, each term
in Pf(Mα) is a product of m Szego˝ kernels of type α and m − n factors Cii. The Szego˝
kernels of type α appear with arguments which precisely satisfy the condition (2.39). At
four points, the sum over spin structures ensures that no Cii contributes, asm < 4 for those
terms, whereas the m = 4 identity implies that IL is a constant. For n > 4, the sum over
spin structures ensures that there are no terms with more than n − 4 factors of the type
Cii. The classical reference is [37], while [38] provide an all-n form for them. Since the loop
momentum enters explicitly in IL only through Cii, this means that IL is a polynomial of
order n− 4 in the loop momentum, which is always contracted with a polarisation vector.
This discussion holds for any value of τ . In the limit q → 0 (τ → i∞), the Riemann
identities become algebraic identities, and can be easily checked at low multiplicity.
2.4.2 Super-Yang-Mills theory
The supergravity amplitude was derived in [25] from the genus-one ambitwistor string
expression of [23], as described above. However, a Yang-Mills analogue of the latter on
the torus is not known, despite the progress in formulating an ambitwistor string version
of gauge theory at tree level [10, 11, 39, 40]. Nevertheless, a proposal for super Yang-
Mills amplitudes was given in [25], using the tree-level case and the relation between gauge
theory and gravity.
At tree level, CHY [14] found that the expression for the gauge theory amplitude is ob-
tained from the supergravity one by substituting one Pfaffian by a Parke-Taylor factor. The
fact that gauge theory has only one Pfaffian, depending on a set of polarisation vectors (ǫµi ),
while gravity has two Pfaffians, each depending on a different set of polarisation vectors (ǫµi

















the Kawai-Lewellen-Tye relations [41] and with the Bern-Carrasco-Johansson (BCJ) double
copy [42, 43]. At loop-level, the BCJ double copy is known to hold at one-loop in a variety of
cases, including certain classes of amplitudes at any multiplicity [2, 36, 44–46], so it is natu-
ral to propose that one-loop formulae based on the scattering equations will also exhibit this
property. The proposal of [25] is that the super Yang-Mills amplitude is determined by12
ISYM = IL0 IPT , (2.41)






σℓ+ iσi+1 iσi+2 i+1 . . . σi+n ℓ−
, (2.42)
where σℓ+ and σℓ− represent the pair of insertion points of the loop momentum, and where
we identify the labels i ∼ i+ n. With our choice of coordinates on the Riemann sphere we





σiσi+1 iσi+2 i+1 . . . σi+n−1 i+n
. (2.43)
In appendix B, we present a motivation for our conjecture based on the heterotic
ambitwistor models.
2.4.3 Checks
The conjectures above were verified explicitly in [25] at low multiplicity. In a later section,
we will provide a proof for these conjectures at any multiplicity, based on the factorisation
properties of the formulae. In this section, however, we will simply give more details of
the checks reported in [25]. These were performed in four dimensions, where there exist
simple known expressions for N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory and N = 8 supergravity.
These expressions should match our D = 10 formulae when we restrict the external data
to four dimensions, as we argue in section D. We make use of the spinor-helicity formalism;












where η = |η〉[η| is a reference vector. The four-point checks were performed analytically,
using the solutions to the scattering equations presented in appendix A, whereas the five-
point checks were performed numerically.
For the theories at hand, due to supersymmetry, the only external helicity configura-
tions which lead to a non-vanishing amplitude have at least two particles of each helicity.
We verified that our formulae for both super Yang-Mills theory and supergravity vanish if
that condition is not satisfied.
12This gives the planar (single-trace) contribution to the amplitude. At one loop, the non-planar (double-
trace) contribution is determined by the planar part for any gauge theory involving only particles in the

















For n = 4, non-vanishing amplitudes must have two particles of each helicity type.
Let us label the negative-helicity particles as r and s. The loop integrands for these super
Yang-Mills and supergravity amplitudes are well known [49, 50]. After the application of



















2ℓ ·∑ij=1 kρi + (∑ij=1 kρi)2) , (2.46)
where we sum over cyclic permutations for gauge theory and over all permutations for
gravity. The numerator
N4 = 〈rs〉4 [12][34]〈12〉〈34〉 (2.47)
is given by a permutation-invariant kinematic function, times the factor 〈rs〉4 involving the
negative-helicity particles. The fact that this numerator appears squared in gravity with
respect to gauge theory is the simplest one-loop example of the BCJ double copy.13 We
verified that these expressions match our formulae. The amplitude for supergravity follows
from the n-gon conjecture (2.19). This is due to the fact that, at four points, the quantities
IL and IR are constant [24], as discussed above, each coinciding with the numerator N4.
For n = 5, we will consider the case of two negative-helicity particles (for two positive
helicities, we should simply exchange the chirality of the spinors in the formulae). The















































A valid choice for the pentagon and box numerators was present in [51],
Npent12345 = 〈rs〉4
[12][23][34][45][51]
[12]〈23〉[34]〈41〉 − 〈12〉[23]〈34〉[41] (2.50)
13In the supergravity case, we could have distinguished the choice of r, s in ǫµi and r˜, s˜ in ǫ˜
µ
i , with the























The numerator Nbox[1,2] corresponds to a box with one massive corner, K = k1 + k2, and
is independent of the ordering of 3,4,5. We verified that our expressions match these
integrands. There are other choices of numerators leading to the same integrands, such as
the choice in [46], which extends to any multiplicity (in the MHV sector, i.e. two negative
helicities), and arises as the dimensional reduction of the superstring-derived numerators
of [2]. In that case, the pentagon numerators depend on the loop momentum, but (2.48)
and (2.49) take the same form, because the relevant shifts are of the type
Npent12345(ℓ− k1) = Npent23451(ℓ). (2.52)
Here, we define the loop momentum as flowing between the first and last leg of the numer-
ator, and this behaviour with respect to shifts follows from cyclic symmetry. It is therefore
trivial to translate between the shifted representation of the integrand and the standard one.
3 Non-supersymmetric theories
In this section, we describe new formulae for Yang-Mills theory and gravity amplitudes in
the absence of supersymmetry. The main tool in arriving at these formulae is the detailed
analysis of the sum over spin structures (or GSO sum), which was part of the formulae for
supergravity and super Yang-Mills theory presented in [25] and reviewed above in (2.37).
On the torus, these GSO sectors correspond to the various states propagating in the
loop. Once taken down to the sphere, we will see how they provide amplitudes with n
external on-shell gravitons (or gluons) and additional NS-NS, R-NS, NS-R or R-R addi-
tional off-shell states (resp. NS or R), running in the loop. In particular, we are able to
see that the M2 contribution in (2.37) corresponds to the Ramond sector. Furthermore the
M3 contributions naturally combine as a reduced Pfaffian of an (n+2)× (n+2) matrix in
which the number of NS states running in the loop can be chosen at will.
Taken individually, these one-loop amplitudes are non-supersymmetric. Using these
building blocks, one can engineer various types of amplitudes. For gravity, we discuss both
NS-NS gravity (graviton, dilaton, B-field) and pure Einstein gravity (graviton only). We
later show that our formulae match the known 4-point one-loop amplitudes in Yang-Mills
theory and gravity, in a certain helicity sector.
A subtlety that arises however is that a class of degenerate solutions to the scat-
tering equation becomes nontrivial (and in fact potentially divergent) for these non-
supersymmetric amplitudes, as described by [27, 28] for the biadjoint scalar theories. So
we first rephrase the scattering equations in a more SL(2,C) invariant manner to give a less
degenerate formulation of these solutions. In the next section, we will see that the contribu-
tion of these degenerate solutions is finite for our proposed formulae, and can furthermore

















3.1 General form of the one-loop scattering equations
Before proceeding, we rewrite our previous expressions in order to use their different
building blocks for non-supersymmetric theories. The reason for this, as pointed out
in [27], is that the one-loop scattering equations on the sphere possess, in their general
form, more solutions than are obvious from (2.13). We used part of the SL(2,C) freedom
on the Riemann sphere to fix the positions of the loop-momentum insertions at σℓ+ = 0
and σℓ− = ∞ as was natural from the degeneration of the torus into a nodal Riemann
sphere. However there are extra solutions to the scattering equations for which σℓ+ = σℓ−
with the remaining σi then satisfy the tree-level scattering equations (these solutions do
arise in the previous gauge fixing with σ1 = 1, in which all the σi = 1 also, but this gauge
is much more awkward to deal with for these solutions). We will see that these extra
solutions do not contribute to the formulae for maximal supergravity and super Yang-Mills
theory given in [25] and reviewed above, but do contribute for generic theories, e.g. the
biadjoint scalar theory. As discussed in [27], the total number of solutions contributing
is (n − 1)! − (n − 2)!, of which (n − 1)! − 2(n − 2)! are the ‘regular’ solutions considered
in (2.13), and (n− 2)! are the ‘singular’ solutions for which σℓ+ = σℓ− .















where we should not fix the positions of both σℓ+ and σℓ− in choosing the SL(2,C) gauge,























the scattering equations take the form
ResσiS = ki · P (σi) =
ki · ℓ
σi − σℓ+


















= 0 . (3.6)
In the formula (3.1), the prime on the product denotes the fact that only n − 3 of these
equations should be enforced (with the those at σℓ± on an equal footing now with the
others). The three remaining equations are a consequence of the three relations between























so that Iˆ has the same SL(2,C) weight in {σℓ+ , σℓ− , σi}, as required by the integration,






σi ℓ+ σi ℓ−
)2
. (3.8)









σℓ+ i σi ℓ−
. (3.9)
This follows by induction and partial fractions.
For supergravity and for super Yang-Mills theory, we have
ISG = IL0 IR0 and ISYM = IL0 IPT , (3.10)
where IPT was defined in (2.42). The quantities IL0 and IR0 are defined as in (2.37), but
the Szego˝ kernels in the matrices Mα are now expressed as





σi ℓ+ σj ℓ−
σj ℓ+ σi ℓ−
+
√
σj ℓ+ σi ℓ−











(σi j σℓ+ ℓ−)
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in the limit q → 0.
Regarding the ‘singular’ solutions to the scattering equations, it is clear that they do
not contribute in the n-gon case, since Iˆn−gon → 0 for σℓ+ → σℓ− . However, they do
contribute in the case of the non-supersymmetric Yang-Mills and gravity formulae to be
presented below, and some care is needed in their evaluation, due to the factor (σℓ+ ℓ−)
−4
in (3.7). It is easy to see that IPT ∼ O ((σℓ+ ℓ−)2). We will show in section 4.3 that












This is irrespective of the context there of taking the limit of large ℓ, or of considering the
‘singular’ solutions. The contributions from these solutions to our formulae are therefore
finite, as expected, and they vanish in the case of IˆSG and IˆSYM . Furthermore, we will see
that the degenerate solutions do not contribute to the Q-cuts and hence to the integrated
amplitudes, and so can be discarded. It would, however, be useful to have an explicit

















3.2 Contributions of GSO sectors and the NS Pfaffian
We now turn to the individual contributions of each GSO sector to the supergravity ampli-
tudes. This analysis is based on standard string theory, the reader is referred to standard
string textbooks such as that by Polchinski, or [23] for further details.
We work in dimension d for d ≤ 10 by dimensional reduction from d = 10. Since there
are no winding modes, taking the radii of compactification to zero is enough to decouple
the Kaluza-Klein modes, see appendix D for further comments. We consider first the “left”
and “right” sectors independently.14 These consists of N = 1 sYM multiplets in d = 10,
and their dimensional reduction is well known [53]. The 10 dimensional vector A
(10)
µ splits
into a d-dimensional vector and 10− d scalars — we mention the case of fermions below.
The important point for the present analysis is that the partition functions Za,b as
defined in eq. (2.31) are those of particular sectors of the theory. Precisely, a = 0 and
a = 1 correspond to the NS and R sectors, while b = 0, 1 correspond to the periodicity of
the boundary conditions. Thus
Z3, Z4 ←→ NS sector,
Z1, Z2 ←→ R sector.
Here we will ignore the odd spin structure Z1 as it only contributes when the kinematics
are fully in d = 10. This is similarly the case for correlators, whose chiral residues at q = 0
(i.e. IL and IR) we gave in eq. (2.34). So we define











In 10 dimensions, these correspond to chiral integrands for one vector and one
Majorana-Weyl fermion. When we reduce to d < 10 dimensions, the problem that one
faces is how to decide which parts of the integrand (3.13) correspond to the 10− d scalars
and which part corresponds to the vector. Following in particular the string theory analysis







) of the 1/
√
q pole in eq. (2.34). Ignoring the minus sign of
the GSO projection, it corresponds to the (vanishing) propagation of the unphysical scalar
state δ(γ1)δ(γ2)cc˜ exp(ik · X). With this we identify the scalar integrand as Pf (M3)
∣∣
q0
(recalling eq. (2.35)) and we can deduce




ILvect = Pf (M3)
∣∣√
q








The fermion integrand eq. (3.15c) comes with a constant cd that follows from dimensional
reduction of the 10d Majorana-Weyl spinor, which produces an 8d Weyl spinor, four 6d
14In string theory, this is justified by the chiral splitting of the worldsheet correlator whose dramatic


















simplectic-Weyl spinors, and four 4d Majorana spinors. From eq. (2.34) we read off c10 = 8,
therefore we have c8 = 8, c6 = 2, c4 = 2.
We can therefore obtain the reduced gravitational states in the loop by taking the




+ (d− 2)Pf (M3)
∣∣
q0











+ (d− 2)Pf (M3)
∣∣
q0
) = Ivector , (3.16c)
from the NS-NS sector. Here, by NS-NS gravity in eq. (3.16a) we mean Einstein gravity
coupled to a B-field and a dilaton. The squares are to be understood as incorporating a
replacement of the ǫ’s by ǫ˜’s in the second factor.



















= Igravitino . (3.17b)





= IRR , (3.18)
and it would be interesting to investigate this sector further.
With these interpretations of how different fields in the loops correspond to different
ingredients of the 1-loop correlator, we can make the following proposals.
Pure YM and gravity amplitudes. Firstly, by adjusting the building blocks in (3.16)
in an appropriate way, we conjecture that a four-dimensional one-loop pure gravity ampli-
tude can be written as follows;










where the subtraction removes the two scalar degrees of freedom of the dilaton and B-field.15
This subtraction is analogous to the prescription of [55], where scalars with fermionic
statistics were introduced to implement the BCJ double copy in loop-level amplitudes of
pure gravity theories.
Using the prescription reviewed in section 2.4.2, we can also build four-dimensional
pure YM amplitudes, by simply multiplying the vector integrand of eq. (3.15b) with the
Parke-Taylor factor (2.42),






) IPT . (3.20)
We will perform checks on these amplitudes in the next subsection and give a general
proof in the next section. Note that although these standard string ideas are suggestive
of the above proposals, they do not constitute a proof, so it is important to produce an
independent proof.16
15The single degree of freedom of the B-field in four dimensions is the axion.
16Amongst other issues, a point that is missing is that the abelian gauge groups do not get enhanced at

















Pfaffian structure of the new amplitudes. A feature of the previous formulae is that
they provide information on the structure of tree-level amplitudes. The finite residue that
we extract at q = 0 coincides with the residue at the factorisation channel q ≃ ℓ2 → 0.
The only difference between our expression and a “single cut” is the presence of 1/ℓ2 and
the full d-dimensional integral
∫
ddℓ. Therefore, we have a variety of tree-level amplitudes
with n + 2 (on-shell) particles, in a forward limit configuration where kn+1 = −kn+2 = ℓ
are off-shell, but traced over their polarization states.
One may therefore expect that the integrands of the pure gravity and Yang-Mills
amplitudes (3.19) and (3.20) can be reformulated to look more like CHY Pfaffians.
For Yang-Mills, this can be done as follows: the full supergravity integrands IˆL,R0 =
1
σℓ+ ℓ−
IL,R0 can be expressed more compactly in terms of a single NS sector matrix MNS ,








Pf (M2) , (3.21)
where Pf ′(M rNS) ≡ −1σℓ+ ℓ−Pf (M
r
NS(ℓ+ ℓ−)), and the brackets (ℓ
+ ℓ−) indicate that the rows
and columns associated to ℓ+ and ℓ− have been removed. In particular, this implies that∑
r
Pf ′(MNS) = Pf (M3)
∣∣√
q



























































The sum runs over a basis of polarisation vectors ǫr, and d denotes the space-time di-
mension. Note in particular that the reduced Pfaffian is well-defined since this matrix has
indeed co-rank two. Similar to the structure at tree-level, the vectors (1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0)


















The proof of eq. (3.22), relies on standard properties of Pfaffians, and the interested
reader is referred to section C. In this form, the NS contribution to the integrand is very
suggestive of a worldsheet CFT correlator, and indeed it is not hard to see that this Pfaffian
arises form an off-shell sphere correlator with two points whose polarizations should be
replaced by a photon propagator in a physical gauge.
The gravity case uses also MNS , and is treated in more details later in section 4.2.3,
when we discuss the factorisation properties of these pure Yang-Mills and gravity ampli-
tudes. Basically, we simply decompose the difference of squares in eq. (3.19) as a product.
To conclude this discussion, we note that the fermion contribution of eq. (3.17a) for
a two-fermion-n-graviton integrand seems to arise naturally as a factorised product of
Pfaffians. Although amplitudes with fermions have been computed in [23], no Pfaffian-like
form for higher-point amplitudes is known, partly because of the non-polynomial nature of
the spin-field OPE’s that prevents the naive re-summing of the correlators. The n-point
amplitude is known, however [56]; using the procedure of [57] it is possible to cherry-pick
the 2-fermion-n-boson component of the string amplitude (using [58] for instance). It
would be interesting to see if a Pfaffian arises in doing so. It is possible that eq. (3.17a)
is different from the generic — i.e. non-forward — amplitude due to terms vanishing with
ℓ2. Nevertheless, this hints at some unexpected simplicity.
3.3 Checks on all-plus amplitudes
We have presented proposals for the integrands of four-dimensional n-particle amplitudes
in non-supersymmetric gauge theory and gravity. In the gravity case, we distinguished
between the cases of pure gravity and the theory consisting of the NS-NS sector of su-
pergravity, namely the theory with a graviton, a dilaton and a B-field. While we focused
on four dimensions for the sake of being explicit, it is clear that analogous constructions
can be made of theories with different matter couplings in various dimensions, including
different degrees of supersymmetry if we also introduce fermions.
We checked our conjectures against know expressions for the simplest class of non-
supersymmetric four-dimensional amplitudes. These are the amplitudes for which all ex-
ternal legs have the same helicity, which we will choose to be positive. The supersym-
metric Ward identities [59] lead to the following relations for these non-supersymmetric
amplitudes:
M(1)pure-YM(all-plus) = 2M(1, scalar)pure-YM (all-plus)
M(1)NS-NS-grav(all-plus) = 2M(1)pure-grav(all-plus) = 4M(1, scalar)pure-grav(all-plus) .
(3.25)
The superscript on the right-hand side indicates an amplitude where only one real
minimally-coupled scalar is running in the loop. For gauge theory and for pure grav-
ity, the two helicity states running in the loop are effectively equivalent to two real scalars,
hence the factor of two, whereas for NS-NS gravity there are two extra states (dilaton and





















From this simple fact, it is easy to see that our conjectured expressions satisfy the rela-
tions (3.25). We believe this to hold for any multiplicity. These statements also apply to
amplitudes with one helicity distinct from all others (say one minus, rest plus), which also
satisfy the relations (3.25).
We have explicitly checked that our conjectures for pure gauge theory and gravity
match the (shifted) integrands for all-plus amplitudes in the case of n = 4. For concreteness,
we will write down the integrands explicitly. The Feynman rules for the all-plus amplitudes
take a particularly simple form in light-cone gauge, because such amplitudes correspond
to the self-dual sector of the theory [60, 61]. The rules for the vertices and external factors
in all-plus amplitudes in gauge theory can be taken to be [44]





whereas in gravity they are





We are again making use of the spinor helicity formalism, and taking η = |η〉[η| to be
a reference vector. Gauge invariance implies that the amplitudes are independent of the
choice of η. The object Xi,j is defined with respect to the spinors |ˆi] = Ki|η〉, which can
be defined for any (generically off-shell) momentum Ki using the reference spinor |η〉,
Xi,j = −[ˆijˆ] = −Xj,i . (3.29)
The direct “square” relation between the rules in gauge theory and in gravity makes the
BCJ double copy manifest for these amplitudes [62].
Using the diagrammatic rules above, we can write the (shifted) integrand for the single-




























(2ℓ · k3)(2ℓ · (k3 + k4) + 2k3 · k4)
+
Xℓ,1+2Xℓ−4,3Xℓ,4
(−2ℓ · (k3 + k4) + 2k3 · k4)(−2ℓ · k4) +
Xℓ+4,1+2Xℓ,3Xℓ,4








2ℓ · (k1+k2)+2k1 · k2+
1



















Notice that there is no contribution from external-leg bubbles. As discussed in [27] in the
context of the biadjoint scalar theory, such contribution must be proportional to the tree-
level amplitude, which vanishes for the all-plus helicity sector. We should mention that
the ‘singular’ solutions of the scattering equations, for which σℓ+ = σℓ− , give a directly
vanishing contribution to the all-plus loop integrand.



















where Ibox-grav, Itri-grav and Ibub-grav are respectively obtained from Ibox-YM, Itri-YM and
Ibub-YM through the substitution X.,. → (X.,.)2 in the numerators.
4 Proof for non-supersymmetric amplitudes at one-loop
We now give a full proof of the formulae for one-loop amplitudes derived above for non-
supersymmetric theories, i.e., the n-gons, biadjoint scalar theory, Yang-Mills and gravity.17
There are three main ingredients in our proof. The first is to identify the poles in our
formulae arising from factorisation or bubbling of the Riemann sphere, which allows us to
determine the location of the poles and their residues. Since the 1/ℓ2 is already apparent,
this analysis of factorisation will lead to the identification of the residue at two poles.
The second is the theory of ‘Q-cuts’ introduced in [30] that expresses a general one-loop
amplitude in terms of tree amplitudes that is perfectly adapted to the factorisation of our
formulae (this is perhaps not completely surprising as their construction was motivated by
our formulae). The third is the discussion of [31] on the spurious poles of our formulae.
The terms in the integrand that possess these poles scale homogeneously with the loop
momentum, and are therefore discarded in dimensional regularization. These poles are
also explicitly discarded in the ‘Q-cut’ procedure and so will not contribute to the Q-cut
decomposition of our formulae.We will therefore not discuss these spurious poles in any
detail, and will concentrate instead on the physical poles that generate the ‘Q-cuts’.
It is standard that an amplitude must factorise in the sense that if a partial sum of the
external momenta kI =
∑
i∈I ki, where I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, becomes null, then there will be a
pole corresponding to a propagator that has kI flowing through it. Furthermore, the residue
is the product of two tree amplitudes for the theory in question with external legs consisting
of ±kI and the elements of I or its complement I¯. A well known property of the scattering
equations [14] is that factorisation of the momenta corresponds precisely to factorisation of
the Riemann surface, i.e., the concentration at a point of the points corresponding to the
partial sum. This concentration point can then be blown up to give a bubbled-off Riemann
sphere connected to the original at the concentration point, see below (or [26]).
Our scattering equations at 1-loop will give worldsheet factorisation channels that lead
to poles associated to loop momenta, but these are not immediately recognizable as loop
17In particular, the proof holds for both the NS sector (including the B-field and the dilaton for gravity)

















propagators; they instead correspond to poles of the form of those in the sum of (2.19).
These however can be understood as naturally arising in the ‘Q-cuts’ of [30]. These are a
systematic extension of the contour integral argument that leads to the partial fractions
expansion of (2.18) applicable to any 1-loop integrand. They follow from a two-step process.
The first follows the contour integral argument of (2.22). Consider a one-loop integrand
M(ℓ, ki, ǫi) = N(ℓ, . . .)
DI1 . . . DIm
, (4.1)
for the theory under consideration, where N is a polynomial numerator, and DI = (ℓ+kI)
2
a propagator. We shift the loop momentum ℓ → ℓ+ η where η is in some higher dimension
than the physical momenta and polarization vectors, so that the only shift that occurs in
the invariants is ℓ2 → ℓ2+z, with all other inner products remaining unchanged. One then
runs the contour integral argument that expresses the amplitude as the residue at z = 0 of
M(ℓ+η, ki, ǫi)/z in terms of the sum of the other residues of this expression. Such residues
arise at shifted propagators 1/(DI + z) with poles at z = −DI . One then shifts ℓ → ℓ− kI
in each of these new residues so that z becomes ℓ2. This gives a representation of a 1-loop





(2ℓ · kI1 + k2I1) . . . (2ℓ · kIm + k2Im)
]
, (4.2)
giving a generalization of the partial fraction formulae of (2.18).
In order to interpret constituents of this expression as tree amplitudes, [30] considers
a further contour integral argument with integrand
M(αℓ)
α− 1 , (4.3)
where M(ℓ) is now the expression with shifted ℓs obtained above. The residue at α = 1
returns the originalM(ℓ). The residues at zero and infinity can be discarded as they vanish
in dimensional regularization. It can then be argued [30] that the finite residues finally







M(0)I (. . . , ℓ˜I , ℓ˜I + kI)
1
ℓ2 (2ℓ · kI + k2I )
M(0)
I¯
(−ℓ˜I ,−ℓ˜I − kI , . . . ) , (4.4)
where ℓ˜I = α(ℓ + η), with α = −k2I/2ℓ · kI , η2 = −ℓ2, η · ℓ = η · ki = 0, and M0I and M0I¯
are now tree amplitudes.
We will see in this section that factorisation of the worldsheet in our formulae gives
precisely these poles and residues. It is not exactly equivalent to the Q-cuts, because we find
α = 1 in our case off the pole, rather than α = −k2I/2ℓ·kI , as in (4.4). However, on any pole
of (4.4), our formulae reproduce the same residue as the Q-cut formulae. The difference
between the loop integrands we obtain and those given by the Q-cut representation will be
hoomogeneous in the loop momenta and vanish upon loop integration. Apart from poles





























ℓ2(2ℓ ·KI +K2I )
Figure 2. Representation of the amplitude as a sum over Q-cuts.
is the UV behaviour of the loop integrand, which we also determine from a factorisation
argument. These results on poles, residues and UV behaviour combine to prove that our
formulae have the same Q-cut decompositions as one loop integrands and so give the correct
amplitude under integration as desired.
Theorem 1. Consider a subset I ⊂ {1, . . . , n, ℓ+, ℓ−} with one fixed point in I and two in
its complement I¯ and suppose that we have solutions to the scattering equations such that
σi = σI + εxi +O(ε2) for i ∈ I with xi = O(1), σij = O(1) for j ∈ I¯ and ε → 0. Then we
must also have s˜I = O(ε) where
s˜I =
{
k2I σℓ+ , σℓ− ∈ I¯ ,
2ℓ · kI + k2I σℓ+ ∈ I, σℓ− ∈ I¯ .
(4.5)
Our 1-loop formulae M(1) on the Riemann sphere for n-gons, bi-adjoint scalar theory,
Yang-Mills and gravity have poles at s˜I = 0 with residue for σℓ+ , σℓ− ∈ I¯ is given by the
separating degeneration of the nodal Riemann sphere (case I of figure 3)





(. . . ,−ℓ, ℓ) , (4.6)
and for σℓ+ ∈ I, σℓ− ∈ I¯ by the Q-cut degeneration







(−ℓI ,−ℓI − kI , . . . ) , (4.7)
where ℓI = ℓ+ η, with η
2 = −ℓ2, η · ℓ = η · ki = 0 which is case II of figure 3.
Proof. We restrict ourselves here to outlining the idea of the proof, all details will be
developed in section 4.1. The central observation is that poles in (2.14) occur only if a subset
I of the marked points approach the same marked point σI ; so that σi → σI + εxi+O(ε2)
for i ∈ I. This is conformally equivalent to a degeneration of Riemann sphere into two
components, connected by a double point. All such poles receive contributions from both
the measure and scattering equations. In particular, whether a pole occurs for a given
integrand reduces to a simple scaling argument in the degeneration parameter ε, and we

















To be more explicit, for some m ∈ I fix σm = ε so that xm = 1 is the new fixed
point on the I component of the degenerate Riemann surface, then the measure and the




δ¯(ki · P (σi))dσi = ε2(|I|−1) dε
ε
δ¯(sI + εF) dµI dµI¯ . (4.8)
Moreover, section 4.2 provides details on how the integrands for n-gons, Yang-Mills theory
and gravity factorise as well;
I(1) = ε−2(|I|−1)I(0)I I(0)I¯ , (4.9)
where I(0)
I,I¯
depend only on on-shell momenta ki and the loop momentum in the on-shell
combination ℓI = ℓ+ η, η
2 = −ℓ2. The full amplitude therefore factorises on the expected













Theorem 2. The amplitudes M(1) scale as ℓ−N for ℓ → ∞, where
theory scaling ℓ−N
n-gon N = 2n
supergravity N = 8
super Yang-Mills N = 6
pure gravity N = 4
pure Yang-Mills N = 4
bi-adjoint scalar N = 4
Proof. This follows from the fact that as ℓ → ∞, the insertions of σℓ+ and σℓ− must
approach each other. This is conformally equivalent to a degeneration of the worldsheet into
a nodal Riemann sphere with no further insertions and another Riemann sphere carrying all
the external particles, see case III in figure 3. This is also the configuration that corresponds
to the singular/degenerate solutions described in the previous sections and so our analysis
of fall-off in ℓ will also give information about the finiteness of the contributions from these
degenerate solutions. We give the full details in section 4.3.
The UV behaviour found here is not optimal for maximal super-Yang-Mills theory. At
one-loop, amplitudes in this theory are well known to be a sum of boxes, and these scale
manifestly as ℓ−8 for large ℓ. However, once a box has been subject to partial fractions
and shifts, the individual terms scale only as ℓ−5. Were there no shifts, the partial fraction
sum would nevertheless have to fall off as ℓ−8, because this is then simply a different
expression for the box. However, with shifts, the ℓ in different terms is shifted by different
amounts and the cancellations between the terms are affected, leading to a fall off as ℓ−6,

















for the integrand — unshifted and shifted — differ manifestly by a quantity that does not
contribute to the (integrated) amplitude. In view of this, it is perhaps a surprise that, in
the maximal supergravity case, our formula does show the optimal fall-off. This is because
the full permutation sum in supergravity introduces all the needed cancellations of the error
terms caused by the shifts, whereas the cyclic sum in super-Yang-Mills is not enough. It
would be interesting to understand more systematically how to recover the optimal fall-off
in our approach, including the subtle cancellations in lower supersymmetry studied in [63].
Theorem 1 and lemma 2 will now allow us to prove that the representation of one-
loop amplitudes from the nodal Riemann sphere is equivalent to the Q-cut representation
reviewed above.
Theorem 3. M(1)BS, M(1)YM and M(1)gravity with the degenerate solutions ommitted are rep-
resentations of the one-loop amplitudes for the bi-adjoint scalar theory, Yang-Mills and
gravity respectively.
Proof. 18 We use the fact that our formula must be rational in the external data and ℓ, and
that the only poles in our formulae arise when the punctures come together, i.e., factori-
sation as discussed above. This theorem is then a consequence of the correct factorisation
on Q-cuts and the scaling behaviour in ℓ. Consider first the quantity




where the last term is given by (4.4) with α = 1 in the scaling of ℓ˜, which is not the case
for the Q-cut representation. The quantity ∆ possesses two classes of poles in ℓ: the Q-cut
poles from theorem 1 and the spurious poles analysed in [31]. The first class of poles are
now given by theorem 1, and so are cancelled by the corresponding poles in M∣∣α=1
Q-cut
. The




+ terms vanishing upon integration. (4.12)
Finally, the difference between M∣∣α=1
Q-cut
and the Q-cut representation also vanishes upon
loop integration, as follows from the contour integral in α in the construction of the Q-
cuts. Therefore, M(1) is a valid representation of the loop integrand. Notice also that the
degenerate solutions to the scattering equations do not contribute to the singularities that
give rise to the Q-cuts, since the latter arise from case II of figure 3, whereas the degenerate
solutions are all case III of figure 3. Like the terms with spurious poles, the contributions
from degenerate solutions vanish upon loop integration. Hence, we can define M(1) by
summing over the regular solutions only.
18Reference [31], which appeared after the first version of this paper, demonstrates the existence of
spurious poles in our formulae that were missed in the first version. However, they also showed that these
spurious poles are homogeneous in the loop momenta, and hence do not contribute to the Q-cut. Thus the

















4.1 Factorisation I — scattering equations and measure
As discussed above, poles of M(1) only occur when a subset of the marked points (possibly
including σℓ+ or σℓ−) approach the same point, giving rise to a degeneration of the Riemann
sphere into a pair of Riemann spheres connected at a double point. The scattering equations
then imply that this pole is associated with a partial sum of the momenta becoming null.
Let I be a subset of {ℓ+, 1, . . . , n, ℓ−} that contains just one of the fixed points
which we shall, with an abuse of notation, denote σI . We shall always, however, write
kI =
∑
i∈I ki, kI¯ =
∑
i∈I¯ ki with k0 = ℓI , kn+1 = −ℓI . Let the Riemann surface factorise19
so that for i ∈ I
σi → σI + εxi +O(ε2) (4.13)
for some small ε, with xI = 0, xm = 1 for some m ∈ I and xi = O(1) for all other i ∈ I.
Note that this implies that σm = ǫ is now also our small parameter.
We first wish to see that with these assumptions, the scattering equations imply that




PI(x) + P˜I¯(σI) +O(ε) σ = σI + εx+O(ε2)















σ − σp −
kI
σ − σI . (4.15)
Thus the scattering equations give20
0 = ki · P (σi) = 1
ε
ki · PI(xi) + ki · P˜I¯(σI) +O(ε) , i ∈ I (4.16a)
0 = kp · P (σp) = kp · PI¯(σp) , p ∈ I¯ . (4.16b)
In particular, for i ∈ I, this implies ki · PI(xi) = O(ε) as ε → 0 since
ki · PI(xi) = −εki · P˜I¯(σI) +O(ε2). (4.17)










xi − xj =
∑
i∈I
xiki · PI(xi) , (4.18)
19Two of the three original fixed points must be in I¯ and just one in I to obtain a stable degeneration as we
cannot make two of the fixed points approach each other but I¯ cannot contain three as, after factorisation,
it will also have the fixed point σI which would be too many.








= ±ℓI · P (σℓ±) ,

















so s˜I = O(ε), and any (potential) pole is associated with the vanishing of s˜I where
s˜I =
{
k2I σℓ+ , σℓ− ∈ I¯ ,
2ℓ · kI + k2I σℓ+ ∈ I, σℓ− ∈ I¯ .






δ¯(ki · P (σi))dσi . (4.19)
We first determine the weight of the measure in ε as ε → 0 (the integrand I will have some
weight also which we discuss later). For each i ∈ I, the scattering equations contribute
δ¯(ki · P (σi)) dσi = ε2 δ¯(ki · PI(xi)) dxi i ∈ I (4.20a)
δ¯(kp · P (σp)) dσp = δ¯(kp · PI¯(σp)) dσp p ∈ I¯ (4.20b)
Thus we obtain scattering equations on the factorised Riemann surface, multiplied by
a factor of ε2 for each i ∈ I. Note however that there is a subtlety; we expect three fixed
marked points on each Riemann surface. On the Riemann surface ΣI¯ , this is trivially true
since there are two fixed points and the degeneration point σI . On ΣI , the fixed points are
given by the degeneration point xI¯ = ∞ and xI = 0, and our choice of parametrisation for
the degeneration xm = 1. This gives the required independence of exactly nI −3 scattering
equations, but we still have the integration over σm = ε and its associated delta function




xiki · PI(xi) + km · PI(xm) , (4.21)
and the support of the remaining scattering equations (4.16), we find
km · P (σm) = 1
ε
km · PI(xm) + ε∑
p∈I¯





s˜I + ε ∑
i∈I, p∈I¯









δ¯(km · P (σm)) dσm = ε δ¯(s˜I + εF) dε , (4.23)




δ¯(ki · P (σi))dσi = ε2(|I|−1) dε
ε
δ¯(s˜I + εF) dµI dµI¯ . (4.24)




















Figure 3. Different possible worldsheet degenerations.
Case I. If σℓ+ and σℓ− are not in I, and I is a strict subset of 1, . . . , n, this is standard
factorisation with sI = k
2
I → 0. This gives a Riemann sphere connected to a
nodal sphere, corresponding to a tree-level amplitude factorising from a one-loop




δ¯(sI + εF) dµ(0)I dµ(1)I¯ . (4.25)
Case II. If without loss of generality σℓ+ ∈ I but σℓ− /∈ I the condition is
s˜I = kI · ℓ+ 1
2
k2I = O(ε) . (4.26)
as ε → 0. This non-separating degeneration describes two Riemann spheres,





δ¯(s˜I + εF) dµ(0)I dµ(0)I¯ , (4.27)
leading to the expected poles from the Q-cut factorisation.
Case III. The case I = {σℓ+ , σℓ−} is of particular interest since this configuration arises
for large ℓ, ℓ = O(λ−1) (see (2.13)), and for the singular solutions in non-
supersymmetric theories. It is discussed in lemma 2, and determines the UV
behaviour of our 1-loop amplitudes.
4.2 Factorisation II — integrands
Whether we actually have a pole or not in the factorization limit depends on the scaling
behaviour of the integrand I as ε → 0. In this section, we consider the integrands for the
n-gons, Yang-Mills, gravity and the biadjoint scalar in more detail. In particular, we will
find that all these integrands behave as

















in case I and
I(1) = 1
ℓ2
ε−2(|I|−1)I(0)I I(0)I¯ , (4.29)
in case II, where II (II¯) depends only on the on-shell momenta kI (kI¯) and ℓI = ℓ + η,
η2 = −ℓ2. With the measure contributing a factor of ε2(|I|−1)−1 δ¯(s˜I + εF) dε, the overall
amplitude scales as ε−1, and we can perform the integral against the δ-function explicitly,
leading to a pole in s˜I . Therefore, the full amplitude factorises on the expected poles, with
residues given by the corresponding subamplitudes. Moreover, as evident from above, for






ε−1dε δ¯(s˜I + εF) I(0)I I(0)I¯ dµI dµI¯







(−ℓI ,−ℓI − kI , . . . ) .
(4.30)
The analysis of the integrand can be further simplified by focussing on the ‘left’ and ‘right’
contributions IL,R to the integrand individually, where I = ILIR. From the discussion
of the preceding sections, we identify IL = IR = ∑r Pf (M rNS) for pure gravity in d
dimensions, IL = ∑r Pf (M rNS) and IR = IcPT for pure Yang-Mills, and IL = IR = IcPT
for the bi-adjoint scalar theory. Therefore, it is sufficient to prove that
I(1)L,R = ε−(|I|−1)I(0)L,RI I(0)
L,R
I¯ . (4.31)
4.2.1 The n-gon integrand











It is straighforward to see that case I cannot contribute since the integrand scales as ε0,
and thus the amplitude behaves as ε2|I|−3 = O(ε). Therefore only case II contributes; and
the integrand factorises as













= ε−2(|I|−1) In−gonI In−gonI¯ . (4.33)
Note that we have used explicitly the chosen gauge fixing xI¯ = ∞ for the second equality.
In particular, since In−gon
I,I¯
do not depend on ℓ, this gives the correct residues for the
respective Q-cuts of the n-gon.
4.2.2 The Parke-Taylor factor
Consider next the Parke-Taylor-like integrands
IcPT (σℓ+ , α, σℓ−) =
∑
α∈Sn






















If the set I is not consecutive in any of the orderings of the Parke-Taylor factors in the
cyclic sum above, the amplitude scales as O(ε) and thus vanishes. Therefore the only non-
vanishing contributions come from terms where all σi, i ∈ I are consecutive with respect
to the ordering defined by the Parke-Taylor factors.
In case II, with σℓ+ ∈ I, the only term contributing is IPT (σℓ+ , I, I¯, σℓ−), and we find
the correct scaling behaviour to reproduce the pole,
IcPT (σℓ+ , α, σℓ−) = ε−(|I|−1) IPTI (xℓ+ , I, xI¯) IPTI¯ (σI , I¯, σℓ−) . (4.35)
In particular, the integrands are again independent of the loop momentum ℓ, and are
straightforwardly identified as the tree-level Parke-Taylor factors, IPT = IPT,(0). Note
furthermore that the reduction of the integrands from a sum over cyclic Parke-Taylor
factors to single terms can be understood directly in terms of diagrams, as only a single
diagram will contribute to a given pole. However, another nice interpretation can be given
for the biadjoint scalar theory discussed in [27]: here, the cyclic sum is understood as a
tool to remove unwanted tadpole contributions to the amplitude. The factorising Riemann
surface however separates the insertions of the loop momenta, and thereby automatically
removes these tadpole diagrams.
In case I, the same argument as above can be used to deduce that the only terms
contributing on the factorised Riemann sphere are those where all i ∈ I appear in a
consecutive ordering, and we find
IcPT (σℓ+ , α, σℓ−) = ε−(|I|−1)IPTI (I) IcPTI¯ (σℓ+ , α(I¯ ∪ {σI}), σℓ−) (4.36)






In both the case of the n-gon and the Parke-Taylor factors, the integrand was independent
of ℓ, and thus Q-cuts were easily identified. For non-supersymmetric theories, with
Pfaffians in the integrands, this identification becomes more involved. We will focus first




Pf ′(M rNS) , (4.37)
with Pf ′(MNS) ≡ 1σℓ+ ℓ− Pf (MNS(ℓ+,ℓ−)), and MNS defined in eq. (3.24). As above, we
have used the subscript (ij) to denote that both the rows and the columns i and j have
been removed from the matrix. Consider first again the case II where the Riemann sphere
degenerates as σi → σI + εxi + O(ε2) with σℓ+ ∈ I. Then the entries in MNS behave to





ε−1 1xij i, j ∈ I
1
σIj
i ∈ I, j ∈ I¯
1
σij
i, j ∈ I¯
, Pµ(σi) =
{
ε−1PµI (xi) i ∈ I
Pµ
I¯
(σi) i ∈ I¯
. (4.38)

















Using antisymmetry of the Pfaffian, we can rearrange the rows and columns such that
M rNS takes the following form:
M rNS =






I is the tree-level matrix, depending only on higher-dimensional on-shell
deformations of the loop momentum ℓI = ℓ+ η with polarisation ǫ
r, and the momenta ki,
i ∈ I. In particular, the diagonal entries Cii = ǫi · P (σi) respect this decomposition due to
the one-form Pµ factorising appropriately. The matrices N are defined (to leading order
in ε) by Nij = µi · νi, with
µ = (ℓI , ki, ǫ














for i ∈ I, j ∈ I¯, where ℓI = ℓ+ η, with η2 = −ℓ2. Note in particular that this ensures that
Nℓ+ℓ− = 0. To identify the scaling of the integrand INS, we have to consider the Pfaffian
of the reduced matrix M rNS(ℓ+ℓ−);
M rNS(ℓ+ℓ−) =





where in N only the row (column) associated to ℓ+ (ℓ−) has been removed. Note in
particular that the matrices M
(0)
I (ℓ+I¯ I¯′) and M
(0)
I¯ (ℓ−II′)
have odd dimensions, so the
scaling in ε is non-trivial. To identify the leading behaviour of the bosonic integrand in ε,
we will use the following lemma:
Lemma 4.1 (Factorisation Lemma [26]). Let MI and MI¯ be antisymmetric matrices of
dimensions mI ×mI and mI¯ ×mI¯ respectively; and N = µiνj, with d-dimensional vectors
µi = µ
µ
i , νj = ν
µ







as ε → 0 is given by
• mI +mI¯ is odd: Pf (M) = 0.
• mI +mI¯ is even, mI and mI¯ are even: Pf (M) ∼ ε−
mI
2 Pf (MI)Pf (MI¯)
• mI +mI¯ is even, mI and mI¯ are odd:
Pf (M) ∼ ε−mI−12
∑
s
Pf (M˜ sI )Pf (M˜
s
I¯ ) , (4.42)
where s runs over a basis ǫs, and
M˜ sI =
(
MI (µ · ǫs)T
−µ · ǫs 0
)
, M˜ sI¯ =
(
0 ν · ǫs



















The interested reader is referred to [26] for the proof of this lemma relying on basic
properties of the Pfaffian. Applying lemma 4.1 to the integrand INS, we can identify
M˜
(0)




(ℓ+I¯) by identifying the additional ‘s’ row and column with the ones
associated to the interchanged particle I¯ ′.22 To leading order in ε, the integrand therefore
becomes





















Recalling furthermore the gauge fixing choices in degenerating the worldsheet with

















As seen from the discussion above, this provides both the correct scaling in the degeneration
parameter ε and the correct residues for the Q-cut factorisation.
The discussion for case I proceeds along similar lines: for convenience, we choose to
remove rows and columns associated to one particle on each side of the degeneration from

















This correctly reproduces the poles and residues for the bubbling of a Riemann sphere: as
a partial sum of the external momenta goes null, the residue is a product of a one-loop
amplitude and a tree-level amplitude.
Factorisation for Pure Yang Mills and gravity amplitudes. At this point it is easy
to see how this analysis extends to pure Yang-Mills and gravity. Note first of all that for
Yang-Mills, the NS and the pure sector are identical, see eq. (3.20),
Ipure−YM = (Pf (M3)
∣∣√
q
+ (d− 2)Pf (M3)
∣∣
q0
) IPT . (4.47)
For pure gravity, eq. (3.19), we have
Ipure−grav = (Pf (M3)
∣∣√
q
+ (d− 2)Pf (M3)
∣∣
q0




where α = 12(d − 2)(d − 3) + 1 is given by the degrees of freedom of the B-field and the
dilaton. This factorises,
Ipure−grav = IL IR , with IL = Pf (M3)
∣∣√
q




IR = Pf (M3)
∣∣√
q





where αd = d− 2 +
√
α and α˜d = d− 2−
√





Pf ′(M rαd) , IˆR =
∑
r
Pf ′(M rα˜d) , (4.50)

























where M rαd and M
r
α˜d











respectively. Then the discussion given
above for the NS sector generalises straightforwardly, and the factorisation lemma, in

















Note in particular that since only the matrix N is affected by the change d − 2 → αd,
the residues are unchanged, and thus still correspond to the expected tree-level amplitudes
for pure Yang-Mills and gravity. Again, case I proceeds in close analogy to the NS sector
discussion above.
4.3 UV behaviour of the one-loop amplitudes
Consider now the UV behaviour of the 1-loop amplitudes; ℓ → λ−1ℓ, with λ → 0. In this
set-up, the scattering equations only yield solutions if the two insertion points of the loop
momentum coincide, σℓ− → σℓ+ . The factorisation of the scattering equations and the
measure will be closely related to section 4.1, so we will restrict the discussion to highlight
the differences due to the factor of λ−1. As above, we will blow up this concentration point
into a bubbled-off Riemann sphere,
σℓ− = σℓ+ + ε+ ε
2yℓ +O(ε3) , (4.52)















































≡ ελ−1F1 −F2 , (4.55)
where the explicit form of F1,2 will be irrelevant for the following discussion. Including the
































where dµ˜ is independent of λ and ε. The remaining delta-dunction thus fixes the scaling
of the worldsheet degeneration ε, to be proportional to the UV scaling λ of the loop
momentum ℓ.
Again, this factorisation behaviour of the measure is universal for all theories, and
only the specific form of the integrand will dictate the UV scaling of the theory. Denoting
the scaling of IL,R in ε by NL,R, the scattering equation fixing ε implies that the 1-loop
amplitudes scale as
M → λ4+NL+NRM . (4.57)
Let us now consider the different supersymmetric and non-supersymmetric theories dis-
cussed above.
4.3.1 The n-gon











manifestly scales as ε2n−4 under the worldsheet degeneration 4.52. The leading behaviour
of the amplitudes is thus given by λ4+N = λ4 for λ → 0, and therefore the n-gons scale as
ℓ−2n in the UV limit.
4.3.2 The Parke-Taylor factor
The Parke-Taylor integrand eq. (2.42) contributing in Yang-Mills and the biadjoint scalar






σℓ+ iσi+1 iσi+2 i+1 . . . σi+n ℓ−
. (4.59)
While naively this scales as ε−1, the leading order cancels due to the photon decoupling





σℓ iσi+1 iσi+2 i+1 . . . σi+n ℓ
, (4.60)
and the integrand thus scales as ε0. In particular, this allows us to identify immediately
the UV behaviour of the bi-adjoint scalar theory as ℓ−4. This result can be given an
intuitive interpretation in terms of Feynman diagrams; the UV behaviour of the theory is
determined by the diagrams involving bubbles, which scale as ℓ−4.
4.3.3 Supersymmetric theories




































under the worldsheet degeneration described above. Note first that the Szego˝ kernels





σi ℓ+ σj ℓ−
σj ℓ+ σi ℓ−
+
√
σj ℓ+ σi ℓ−
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tribute at order ε0, whereas Pf (M3)
∣∣√
q
can only contribute to ε2. However, the leading






, as well as all higher order contri-
bution (starting at order ε1) coming from the diagonal entries of C. The scaling in ε is
thus governed by the higher order behaviour of the Szego˝ kernels. Moreover, due to the












A short investigation confirms that there are no further cancellations, and thus IˆL,R0
scales as ε2. In particular, using N = 4 +NL +NR, this implies that our one-loop super-
gravity amplitudes scale as ℓ−8 in the UV limit, and super Yang-Mills as ℓ−6 (using NR = 0
for the Parke-Taylor integrand derived above). Naively, this seems to be a weaker UV fall-
off for super Yang-Mills than expected from the known expression for the integrand as a
sum over box diagrams, which exhibits scaling ℓ−8. See, however, our previous comment
on this issue (following lemma 2).
4.3.4 Non-supersymmetric theories
In the supersymmetric case discussed above, cancellations between the NS and the R sector






Pf (M rNS(ℓ+ℓ−)) , (4.63)
24A bit more care is needed at O(ε3): while there are no contributions to O(ε2) from products of terms
of order ε, these have to be taken into account at order O(ε3). However, the same reasoning as above
guarantees their cancellation: the only possible origin for terms of order ε are the diagonal entries of C,
which coincide for M2 and M3. The cancellations to second order thus carry forwards to ensure that there

















so naively the integrand seems to scale as ε−2. However, the leading contribution is given
by the Pfaffian of the full tree-level matrix M
(0)
NS = M
(0), which vanishes on the support of
the scattering equations. More explicitly, let us expand the reduced matrix M rNS(ℓ+ℓ−) in ε;
Pf (MNS(ℓ+ℓ−)) = Pf (M
(0)) + εPf (M
(1)
NS ) +O(ε) (4.64)
The vanishing of the leading term can then be seen from the existence of two vecors,
v0 = (σ1, . . . , σn, 0 . . . , 0) and v˜0 = (1, . . . , 1, 0 . . . , 0) (4.65)
in the kernel of M
(0)
NS = M
(0). This argument can in fact be extended to subleading order:




NS , v = v0 + ε v1 (4.66)
we note that the condition for INS to scale as O(ε0) is that MNS(ℓ+ℓ−) has co-rank two
to order ε, and thus two vectors spanning its kernel. Finding one of these is enough, as it
guarantees the existence of the second. But this on the other hand is equivalent to(




(v0 + ε v1) = O(ε2) (4.67)
vanishing to order O(ε2). Expanding this out, we obtain the conditions
M (0)v0 = 0 , M
(0) v1 = −M (1)NS v0 . (4.68)
As commented above, the first condition is satisfied with v0 given in eq. (4.65). Note
furthermore that the second condition cannot be straightforwardly inverted, since
det(M (0)) = 0. The constraint for a solution to exist is thus the vanishing of both sides
of the equation under a contraction with a vector in the kernel of the matrix. Since the
only contribution to M
(1)





0, . . . , 0, λ−1
ǫi · ℓ
σiℓ+
, . . .
)
. (4.69)
This vanishes trivially when contracted with v0 and v˜0, and thus there exists a solution v1
to eq. (4.68). The contributions of order O(ε−1) to INS therefore vanish, and the integrand
scales as ε0. In particular, this implies that both pure Yang-Mills and pure gravity one-loop
amplitudes scale as ℓ−4 in the UV limit, which is the expected behaviour from both the
Q-cut and the Feynman diagram expansion. Moreover, the analysis above is equally
applicable to the NS and the pure theories, similarly to the discussion given in section 4.2.
To conclude the proof of lemma 2, let us summarise these results for the UV scaling
of our one-loop amplitudes:
theory scaling λN ∼ ℓ−N
n-gon N = 2n
supergravity N = 8
super Yang-Mills N = 6
pure gravity N = 4
pure Yang-Mills N = 4

















Note that the scaling of the non-supersymmetric theories (pure gravity and Yang-Mills, as
well as the bi-adjoint scalar) corresponds to Feynman diagrams involving bubbles, whereas
the higher scaling of the supersymmetric theories ensures that only boxes contribute. As
commented above, Yang-Mills exhibits a lower scaling than expected from the Feynman
diagram expansion, but which coincides with the expected scaling in the Q-cut represen-
tation.
Let us comment briefly on the closely related discussions regarding the contribution of
the singular solutions σℓ− = σℓ+ + ε+O(ε2). The same arguments as above, without the





dε dµ˜ , (4.70)
where the measure dµ˜ is again independent of ε. Then the same powercounting argument
in the degeneration parameter as above gives the following scaling for the different theories:
theory scaling εN
n-gon N = 2n− 4
supergravity N = 4
super Yang-Mills N = 2
pure gravity N = 0
pure Yang-Mills N = 0
bi-adjoint scalar N = 0
The contribution from the singular solutions σℓ− = σℓ+ + ε +O(ε2) to the n-gon and the
supersymmetric theories thus vanishes, whereas they can clearly be seen to contribute for
the bi-adjoint scalar theory and Yang-Mills and gravity in the absence of supersymme-
try. Moreover, the scaling as ε0 guarantees that the contributions are clearly finite. This
complements the discussion given in section 3.1.
5 Discussion
In giving the theory that underlies the CHY formulae for tree amplitudes, ambitwistor
strings gave a route to conjectures for the extension of those formulae to loop amplitudes.
Being chiral string theories, ambitwistor strings potentially have more anomalies than
conventional strings, but nevertheless the version appropriate to type II supergravity led to
consistent proposals for amplitude formulae at one and two loops [23, 24, 64]. However, the
other main ambitwistor string models would seem to have problems on the torus, either with
anomalies, or because the full ambitwistor string theories have unphysical modes associated
with their gravity sectors that would propagate in the loops and corrupt for example a pure
Yang-Mills loop amplitude. Furthermore, once on the torus, it is a moot point as to how
much can be done with the formulae, requiring as they do, the full machinery of theta
functions. Issues such as the Schottky problem will make higher loop/genus formulae

















In [25], with the further details and extensions given in this paper, we have seen that
the conjectures of [23, 24], with the adjustment to the scattering equations as described
in section 2, are equivalent to much simpler conjectures on the Riemann sphere. These
formulae are now of the same complexity as the CHY tree-level scattering formulae on the
Riemann sphere with the addition of two marked points, corresponding to loop momenta
insertions. It is therefore possible to apply methods that have been developed at tree-level
on the Riemann sphere here also at 1-loop to both extend and prove the conjectures.
As far as extensions are concerned, we were able in [25] to make conjectures for 1-loop
formulae for maximal super Yang-Mills for which there is not a good formula on the torus,
by replacing one of the Pfaffians with a Parke-Taylor factor, symmetrized so as to run
through the loop in all possible ways. The approach was also suggestive of formulae for the
biadjoint scalar theory also, but we were not able to confirm those numerically in [25]. How-
ever, these were studied further in [27, 28] where the difficulties that we had were to a certain
extent resolved and are associated with degenerate solutions to the scatering equations.
In our original formulation, we only considered (n − 1)! − 2(n − 2)! solutions to the
scattering equations for an n particle amplitude at 1-loop. This counting was more clearly
understood in [27]. The (n − 1)! is the number of solutions that one obtains for n + 2
points on the sphere with arbitrary null momenta at n points, and off-shell momenta at the
remaining two points (all summing to zero). If one takes the forward limit in which the two
off-shell momenta become equal and opposite, one finds that there are two classes of (n−2)!
degenerate solutions, in which the two loop insertion points come together (or alternatively
all the other points come together); the two classes are distinguished by the rate at which
the points come together as the forward limit is taken. In the forward limit at which we
are working, the most degenerate class no longer applies but, in general, we can consider
the other. For amplitudes in supersymmetric Yang-Mills and gravity, these degenerate
solutions give a vanishing contribution to the loop integrand. However, they do contribute
in the case of the biadjoint scalar theory, as shown in [27], and they also contribute in the
cases of non-supersymmetric Yang-Mills and gravity presented in this paper.
However, as seen in section 4, the degenerate solutions do not contribute to the Q-cuts.
So, to arrive at a loop integrand that computes the correct amplitude under dimensional
regularisation, we simply discard them in our proposed formulae also. Having discarded
these terms, our formulae will not then necessarily give the integrand itself as a sum of
Feynman diagrams. In the biadjoint scalar theory, for example, there will be terms that look
like tree amplitudes with bubbles on each external leg that will vanish under dimensional
regularisation. These are correctly computed if the degenerate solutions are included as
shown by [27]. It would be interesting to see if this persists for all our formulae as we have
seen that they make sense on the degenerate solutions.
It should also be possible to prove our one-loop formulae for supersymmetric theories
via factorisation. The gap in our argument is that we do not have a good formula for the
Ramond sector contributions at tree level, as would be required to prove factorisation. Our
representation of the Ramond sector in the loop as the Pfaffian of M2 should provide some

















Ideally, there should be no need to solve the scattering equations explicitly. The
main result of [25], which relied on the use of a residue theorem to localise the modular
parameter, was inspired by [26], where the tree-level CHY integrals were computed by
successive application of residue theorems, rather than by solving the scattering equations.
The way forward is to use the map between integrals over the moduli space of the Riemann
sphere and rational functions of the kinematic invariants, which is implicit in the scattering
equations. Recently, there has been intense work on making this map more practical [28,
65–71]. We expect that this will make the use of our formulae much more efficient.
It was argued in [25] that the scheme explored here at one-loop has a natural extension
to all loops. Similarly, the Q-cut formalism of [30] also has a natural extension to all
loops. It will be interesting to see whether the factorization strategy presented in this
paper can be extended to give a correspondence with the Q-cut formalism at higher loop
order. Obtaining better control of higher loop Pfaffians will be crucial for using these ideas
to understand gauge theories and gravity. A formulation as correlators on the Riemann
sphere, as suggested by our introduction of MNS, may play a key role.
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A Solutions to the four-point 1-loop scattering equations
In this appendix, we briefly discuss the solutions to the one-loop scattering equations for
n = 4. There are two solutions to (2.13), in agreement with the counting (n−1)!−2(n−2)!.
Fixing σ1 = 1, along with the choices σℓ+ = 0 and σℓ− = ∞ understood in (2.13), these
two solutions are given by
σ2 =
ℓ · k2 (W + 1)(k2 · k3 + ℓ · k4W )
W (ℓ · k4(W (ℓ+ k1) · k2 + ℓ · k2) + k2 · k3 ℓ · k2)
σ3 = − (W + 1)(ℓ · k4W − ℓ · k2)(Wk1 · k2 + ℓ · k2)(k2 · k3 + ℓ · k4W )
W (W (k1 · k2−ℓ · k4)−k2 · k3+ℓ · k2)(ℓ · k4(W (ℓ+k1) · k2+ℓ · k2)+k2 · k3 ℓ · k2)
σ4 =
ℓ · k4 (W + 1)(Wk1 · k2 + ℓ · k2)
ℓ · k4(W (ℓ+ k1) · k2 + ℓ · k2) + k2 · k3 ℓ · k2 (A.1)
where W can take the two values
W (±)=





2ℓ · k4(k1 · k2 + ℓ · (k1 + k2)) , (A.2)
U=
(
ki · kj ℓ · ki
ℓ · kj 0
)

















The expressions for σi solve f2 = f4 = 0 for any W . The expression for W is then
determined by solving f3 = 0, which takes a quadratic form.
In the case of more general theories, as discussed in section 3.1, there are two additional
solutions contributing at four points, in agreement with (n− 2)!, so that the total number
of solutions is (n− 1)!− (n− 2)!. The ‘regular’ solutions are the ones described above, but
we should now express them in a different SL(2,C) gauge, where we don’t fix both σℓ+ and
σℓ− . Let us use coordinates σ




3) = (0, 1,∞). Then we obtain the two





σ − σ3 .
For the ‘singular’ solutions, we have σ′ℓ+ = σ
′
ℓ− . The remaining σ
′
i must satisfy the tree-
level scattering equations, so that in our choice σ′4 = −k1 · k4/k1 · k2. The two solutions for
σ′ℓ are then determined by
ℓ · k3 σ′ℓ2 +
(
ℓ · (k1 + k4) + σ′4 ℓ · (k1 + k2)
)
σ′ℓ − σ′4 ℓ · k1 = 0.
B Motivation from ambitwistor heterotic models
The single trace sector of the heterotic ambitwistor model was used to derive the CHY
formulae for gluon amplitudes in eq. [10]. It was however noted that generically these
amplitudes contained unphysical would-be gravitational degrees of freedom, leading in
particular to multi-trace interactions, absent from Yang-Mills theories. At one loop, the
presence of these would be gravitational interactions leads to a double pole at the boundary
of the moduli space dq/q2, coming from the bosonic sector of the theory. In string theory,
the level matching prevents these tachyonic modes from propagating, and heterotic models
were used to write down a set of rules to compute gluon amplitudes in the 90’s [1]. Here
this double pole simply renders the theory ill-defined.
One could hope that a subsector of the theory may be well defined at one-loop, just like
at tree-level, but this is not the case. Even by restricting to the single-trace sector, one does
not automatically decouples these additional states (just think about a tree-level single-
trace connected by an internal graviton in two points) so we have to be more careful when




















where the symbol (!!) is here to emphasize that this is not a well defined amplitude in a
well defined theory, but still we shall try to extract parts of it below. The matrix M is the
“kinematical” one of eq. (2.26), while the partition functions Zα were defined in eq. (2.31)
The new ingredient here is the colour part which contains a partition function for the 32
Majorana-Weyl fermions that realise the current algebra and the colour Pfaffian coming























The “color” Pfaffian is built out by application of Wick’s theorem in a standard way on
the gauge currents
Ja = T aijψ
iψj , i, j = 1, . . . , 16 , (B.3)
using the fermion propagator
〈ψi(z)ψj(0)〉α = Sα(z|τ) (B.4)
in the spin structure α. In all we have the Pfaffian of a matrix whose elements are
Sα(zi)− zj |τ)T ai,j . However, contrary to the case of kinematics, were the Pfaffian structure
is somewhat interesting (although it is very hard to read off the action of supersymmetry
on them), in the case of colour we are more used to the colour ordering decomposition.
For this reason and the one above on decoupling as many gravity states as possible, we
shall from now on restrict our attention to one particular term in this Pfaffian, a single




Sα(zi − zi+1|τ)Tr(T 1T 2T 3T 4) , z5 ≡ z1 . (B.5)
To apply the IBP procedure and write down the integrands down to the sphere, we






















Since the Pfaffians, made of Szego˝ kernels, are holomorphic in q, one sees straight away
that the spin structure 2 in the color side does not contribute after the IBP. Using the










q + q) sin(πz) (B.8)



















) and a single pole in q, given by the leading order piece.




































indicate terms of the form sin(πz12) sin(πz34)sin(πz13) sin(πz24) . After the usual change of variable,
the ” sin / sin3 ” terms give rise to the PT part of our beloved YM integrands given in









where an additional factor of (σ1σ2σ3σ4)





Note also that the counting for these terms produces a numerical factor of (32 − 1) = 31,
which, after suitable counting of the powers of 2, builds up
496 = 24 × 31 (B.13)
which is the dimension of the adjoint of SO(32). The fact that loops in gauge theories
come with a factor of N at leading order is well-known (the gluons are in the adjoint
representation of the gauge group in these models).
However, we find additional terms. We haven’t been able to determine their origin
with precision, but we suspect that they could originate from bi-adjoint scalars running in
the loop, if they are not simple artefacts of the inconsistency of the model.
C The NS part of the integrand
This appendix provides the poof for the equivalence of the two expressions for the NS sector
of the integrand;









Pf ′(M rNS) , (C.1)
with Pf ′(MNS) = 1σℓ+ ℓ− Pf (MNS(ℓ+,ℓ−)) and d denoting the dimension of the space-time.







where the elements of M rNS were defined by




























































Cii = −ǫi · P (σi) .




(−1)i+j+1+θ(i−j)mij Pf (M(ij)) , (C.3)
we can expand the reduced Pfaffian Pf ′(M rNS) =
1
σℓ+ ℓ−
Pf (M rNS(ℓ+,ℓ−)), in the remaining
rows associated to ℓ+ and ℓ−.25









(−1)1+i+j+θ(n+1−i)+θ(n+2−j)+θ(i−j)mℓ+′imℓ−′j Pf (M(ℓ+ℓ−ℓ+′ℓ−′ij)) .
To briefly comment on the notation used for MNS, rows and columns in {1, . . . , n + 2}
are denoted by indices i, whereas we use the conventional i′ = n + 2 + i for rows in




(−1)1+i+j+θ(i−j) i, j ∈ I ,
(−1)1+i+j+θ(i−j) i, j ∈ I ′ ,







i, j ∈ I ,
ǫi·ǫj
σℓ+iσℓ−j
i, j ∈ I ′ ,
ǫi·kj
σℓ+iσℓ−j
i ∈ I ′, j ∈ I ,
where I = {1, . . . , n}, I ′ = {1′, . . . , n′}. Moreover, using M(ℓ+ℓ−ℓ+′ℓ−′) = M3 and choosing
for simplicity σℓ+ = 0, σℓ− = ∞, the result further simplifies to∑
r
Pf ′(M rNS) = (d− 2)Pf (M3) +
∑
i,j∈I













































To see that, as claimed above,∑
r


































































The diagonal terms Cii = ǫi ·P (σi) do not contribute since P (σ) exclusively contains terms




, which only contribute at higher order in q. This concludes the
proof of eq. (3.22).
D Dimensional reduction
In this section we discuss considerations that are general and somewhat out of the scope of
the main article. The point is to discuss how can one dimensionally reduce the ambitwistor
string to d dimensions. At the core of these considerations is the work of ACS [72] where
the ambitwistor string was be formulated in generic (on-shell) curved spaces; toroidal
compactifications are just a subcategory of the latter spaces.
In the usual string compactified on a circle of radius R, wrapping modes or worldsheet
instantons are solutions that obey the periodicity conditions X = X+2πmR. Their classi-
cal values are given by Xclass = 2πR(nξ1+mξ2) where ξ1,2 are the worldsheet coordinates,
such that z = ξ1 − iξ2. This cannot be made holomorphic, except if n = m = 0, therefore
none of these can contribute in the Ambitwistor string, holomorphic by essence. This may
not exclude the possibility of having other type of more exotic instantons, as mentioned in
the final section of ref. [72], but we shall proceed here and assume that none of these are
generated. In total, the Kaluza-Klein reduction of the amplitude above (2.23) is simply
obtained by replacing the 10-dimensional loop momentum integral by a d-dimensional one























where n is an integer valued (10 − d)-dim vector. A 10 − d torus with 10 − d different
radii R1, . . . , R10−d is dealt with at the cost of minor obvious modifications of the previous
expression.
The loop momentum square is then given by




In this way, the transformation rule ℓ → τℓ of the loop momentum after a modular
transformation is generalized to the compact dimensions by demanding R → R/τ and the
integral is still modular invariant, in the sense of [23].
Ultimately, we take the radius R of the torus to zero in order to decouple the KK
states. In this limit, ℓ simply becomes ℓd wherever it appears, therefore this process is
achieved by, loosely speaking, restricting the loop momentum integral by hand.
In conclusion, standard compactification techniques of string theory on tori and orb-
ifolds thereof apply straightforwardly.
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